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the way, capped by John Byner’s brilliantly downplayed “we’re all 
going downtown to pick up some white women.” This episode, it’s 
all about the rescue.

When Roger the Sunnie demands to know what the men are do-
ing there, Benson tells him they’re the Step Brothers ready for an 
audition. What follows is a spirited recreation of the phenomenon 
made famous by the “Four Step Brothers”: Maceo Anderson, Red 
Walker, Al Williams and Sherman Robertson, who toured with the 
likes of Duke Ellington, and appeared on several variety shows right 
through to the 1960s. Naturally, getting laughs by pretending three 
white guys are black in 1979 is a tough gig to pull off; one has to ask 
if such a thing could’ve been pulled off if the lone black man in-
volved had been anyone but the widely respected Robert Guillaume. 

“None of us used any kind of Southern voice or any of that stuff,” John 
Byner points out. “It was guys in trouble trying to find a way out.” 
Indeed, one of the main reasons the scene misses the offensive mark 
is because the white characters have already been portrayed as barking 
mad (The Major), bumbling (Donohue) and a vain heel (Chester). 

Remembers Marsha Posner, “The first time we saw the runthrough 
of that scene, I have never seen people laugh so hard as when those 
four started dancing. Not in front of the audience, this is just the first 
runthrough for the producers. The laughter was absolutely nonstop!” 

that her beliefs are deeply engrained, and won’t be swayed by logic. 
Not since Burt tried to explain his problem with gays to Jodie (see 
“From now on, I’ll try to look at ya as a person” under 1.3) have 
we been presented with the other side of the issue. Considering 
the tightrope Soap walked between conservatives on one side and 
the gay lobby on the other, this is a brave choice, and ultimately a 
powerful one as even the most liberal among us must admit that 
Mrs. David’s ideals are as important to her as ours are to us.

.Though Robert Englund will realize lasting fame as horror movie 
icon Freddy Krueger in the Nightmare on Elm Street movies starting 
in 1984, he had already gotten his foot on the ladder of terror by 
the time he appeared on Soap. Just a couple of weeks after Soap 
premiered, he had a bit part in Eaten Alive, Tobe Hooper’s follow up 
to the now legendary 1974 classic The Texas Chain Saw Massacre.

4,000 years. How long Saul has been 
aboard the spaceship.

64. How old he was when he was taken.

Exodus. Saul tells Burt he wrote this part 
of the Bible; his wife was two years behind 
Moses in school.

Bentley, Bronson, Birnbaum. What 
The Major calls Benson.

‘We’re the  
Step Brothers…’
Gay characters, lusty aliens, possessed 
babies—Soap never backed away from a chal-
lenge. Yet no scene had the potential to go as 
flat-out badly as the “Step Brothers” routine. 

Though at its heart a piece of slapstick, 
beginning as it does with Benson, The 
Major, Chester and Donohue fighting over 

which columns to hide behind in the Sunnies building, the scene 
is actually an extension of one from last episode. In 3.1, Harris and 
Silver have gotten most of “the guys have blacked up” humor out of 

The real "Step 
Brothers" (below) 
toured with the likes 
of Duke Ellington, and 
appeared on several 
variety shows right 
through to the 1960s...

...while these Step 
Brothers barely 
managed to rescue 
Billy from the Sunnies 
compound. 

 The first 
time we saw the 
runthrough of that 
scene, I have never 
seen people laugh so 
hard as when those 
four started dancing. 
Not in front of the 
audience, this is just 
the first runthrough 
for the producers. 
The laughter was 
absolutely nonstop!” 
—MARSHA POSNER, 
Associate Producer 


